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Oracle acquired Sun Microsystems in , and since that time Oracle's Oracle and Sun Overview and FAQ for customers
and partners (PDF) Â· Oracle and.

In the organizational section, a general financial analysis of the companies profitability, and the management
philosophy of the current C. Sun used community-based and open-source licensing of its major technologies,
and for its support of its products with other open source technologies. After examining the research findings
and analysis, it seems that Sun Microsystems finances have not maintained a steady incline. The Company's
products are used for many demanding commercial and technical applications in various industries including
telecommunications, manufacturing, financial services, education, retail, government, energy and healthcare
The idea is to rap Sun's Net software into one suite available on any Sun server Borrows, July 24,  A small
trick: we have a small table clock to the left of the computer. Usability testing with paper prototypes involves
printing out screen designs and having users perform tasks using the printed screens. We preferred having the
printed page stay within a set area to facilitate video taping as well as observation by other team members in
the control room. Sun is trying to offer software that combines today's e-business software segments. With
iForce Sun has enabled their partners to collaborate on solution development and marketing and helped their
customers find these solutions in an easier manner. In Sun acquired Diba, Inc. Usability lab setup for paper
prototyping, card sorting, and traditional usability testing. Marking up an area usually ensures that the user
keeps the printed page within the area without a need for the experimenter to try to stop the user from moving
the printout around too much. Sun's positioning includes a commitment to indemnify users of some software
from intellectual property disputes concerning that software. Following acquisition of Sun by Oracle ,
Opensolaris continued to develop in open under illumos with illumos distributions. In , Sun and America
Online, Inc. Quality and improved efficiency must be key concerns in the delivery of network services. As
such, Sun stands alone as the "pure" alternative to the Wintel world-a moniker used to describe computers
powered by Microsoft's software and Intel Corp. This paper will present a brief overview of the company,
including a brief SWOT analysis, and a review of the marketing, management, and financial aspects of the
firm Strategic management serves as the competitive edge for the entire management process. Storage[ edit ]
Sun sold its own storage systems to complement its system offerings; it has also made several storage-related
acquisitions. This expressed their need for a flexible work schedule and a balanced professional and private
life Even so, Sun kept its hand in the x86 world, as a release of Solaris for PC compatibles began shipping in 
Main article: Solaris operating system Sun is best known for its Unix systems, which have a reputation for
system stability and a consistent design philosophy. Sometimes, rather primitive HTML mock-ups were used,
with many dangling links or links that pointed to pages on the old server that used an obsolete user interface.
User Testing 5 Summary: Paper prototyping, card sorting, and traditional usability testing were all employed
to guide the design of the Sun Microsystems' Web site. Sun's middleware product was branded as the Java
Enterprise System or JES , and marketed for web and application serving, communication, calendaring,
directory, identity management and service-oriented architecture. For this particular type of user interfaces we
also found it important to let the user spend some time exploring the information space freely: we wanted to
see what interface elements the users naturally found interesting without any prompting. The boldest element
of Mr. At that time they had four employees. In the company was doing so well, that they decided that they
would like to expand the number of locations that they operated from, to include a future campus that was
capable of a large-scale work flow. Traditional Usability Test of Running System Of course, we also used
traditional user testing, where users were asked to use a running prototype of the new pages. See my article
about how we designed Sun's intranet, SunWeb, in for another example of card sorting and a photo of a
variant of the method, where users are asked to sort cards onto existing categories.


